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Ultrafast light-matter interactions present a promising route to control ferroelectric polarization at14

room temperature, which is an exciting idea for designing novel ferroelectric-based devices. One15

emergent light-induced technique for controlling polarization consists in anharmonically driving a16

high-frequency phonon mode through its coupling to the polarization. A step towards such control17

has been recently accomplished, but the polarization has been reported to be only partially reversed18

and for a short lapse of time. Such transient partial reversal is not currently understood, and it is19

presently unclear if a full control of polarization, by, e.g., fully reversing it or even making it adopt20

different directions (thus inducing structural phase transitions), can be achieved by activating the21

high-frequency phonon mode via terahertz pulse stimuli. Here, by means of realistic simulations22

of a prototypical ferroelectric, we reveal and explain (1) why a transient partial reversal has been23

observed, and (2) how to deterministically control the ferroelectric polarization thanks to these24

stimuli. Such results can provide guidance for realizing original ultrafast optoferroic devices.25

26

Introduction27

Manipulation of properties of quantum materials uti-28

lizing (GHz-THz) high-frequency light is a fascinating29

topic in modern solid-state physics1–6. It has resulted30

in several breakthroughs in the past decade. Exam-31

ples include stimulating insulator-metal transitions7,8,32

controlling magnetic domains9–13, uncovering hidden33

phases14–17, inducing superconductivity18–21 as well as34

the formation of photon-dressed topological states22–24.35

Light-induced switching of ferroelectric polarization25–34
36

is also among these most important achievements since37

it can result in novel optoferroic devices, especially ultra-38

fast nonvolatile ferroelectric memories35,36.39

In particular, recent works proposed and demonstrated40

that the ferroelectric polarization can be reversed by ex-41

citing a high-frequency infrared-active phonon mode (to42

be denoted as auxiliary mode or auxiliary high-frequency43

mode in the following) that is coupled to the soft mode44

(which is mostly associated with this polarization), with45

this effect acting through an intermediate anharmonic46

driving force29,37,38. Such indirect method stimulates co-47

herent phonon modes and has the potential to achieve48

polarization switching within a few hundred femtosec-49

ond, which will be six orders of magnitude faster than50

from photovoltaic effects27,28,39. This route was first the-51

oretically proposed by A. Subedi and his coworkers38 and52

then partially realized by Mankowsky et al. in their sec-53

ond harmonic generation (SHG) experiment29.54

However, some experimental results contradict predic-55

tions from the theory. For instance, the model of Ref. [38]56

predicted a full reversal of the polarization while mea-57

surements “only” reported a transient reversal26,29, with58

the reversed polarization not even reaching its equilib-59

rium value. It is presently unclear why only a partial60

transient reversal was observed29 and whether it is, in61

fact, possible to achieve a full reversal. Possible rea-62

sons for such paucity of knowledge is that the theory of63

Ref. [38] may have missed important couplings40. More-64

over, the fact that the studied model of Ref. [38] is only65

one-dimensional in nature also implies that some strik-66

ing features may have been overlooked, especially in sys-67

tems that can adopt polarization along different crys-68

tallographic directions. For instance, is it possible to69

make the polarization rotate rather than reverse by ac-70

tivating an auxiliary high-frequency mode? Can we also71

expect novel effects when applying such light-induced in-72

direct method to different structural phases, each having73

its own direction for the ferroelectric polarization, such74

as rhombohedral, orthorhombic and tetragonal states in75

ferroelectric perovskites?76

The aim of the present study is to answer all these77

questions by employing an original atomistic scheme78

that includes the three-dimensional soft mode, the three-79

dimensional auxiliary high-frequency mode and all their80

relevant couplings. As we will see, this atomistic ap-81

proach not only reproduces a transient partial reversal82

analogous to the one observed in the experiments of83

Ref. [29], but also provides insight into the light-driven84

effects. It further reveals and explains how a full rever-85

sal (180◦ rotation) can indeed happen in some cases; and86
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also predict a variety of light-induced phase transitions,87

for which polarization rotates by 60◦, 71◦, 90◦, and 109◦,88

as a result of a mechanism we coin here as “squeezing”.89

The discovery of such “squeezing” mechanism further al-90

lows us to design a strategy for an ultrafast deterministic91

control of the polarization and even realize full-reversal92

in a deterministic manner.93

Results94

As we are looking for an universal behavior of the THz95

response of the resonated auxiliary high-frequency mode96

and its consequence on electrical polarization, the proto-97

typical ferroelectric material KNbO3 is chosen. It allows98

us to explore different ferroelectric phases with different99

polarization’s directions at different temperature, which100

leads to a richer playground that one-dimensional ferro-101

electrics (e.g. LiNbO3) or tetragonal ferroelectrics (e.g.,102

PbTiO3 that has only a single transition from cubic with103

no polarization to tetragonal with a polarization along104

< 001 >). A novel effective Hamiltonian, Heff , is devel-105

oped for such system, and is detailed in the method sec-106

tion. Its degrees of freedom are vectors related to the fer-107

roelectric soft mode (P), high-frequency auxiliary mode108

(Q) which is polar as well, and inhomogeneous strain (u)109

in each 5-atom unit cell, as well as, the homogenous strain110

(η) affecting the whole simulation supercell. Such effec-111

tive Hamiltonian does not explicitly include electronic112

degrees of freedom but rather takes into the ionic dis-113

placements associated with the Q and P modes. Note114

that this model is similar to previous effective Hamiltoni-115

ans for ferroelectric perovskites41, except for the explicit116

consideration of the high-frequency polar mode Q and its117

couplings. Note also that, in our light-matter interaction118

model, only the TO modes of both the soft P mode and119

high-frequency Q mode are incorporated (with these two120

types of TO modes being coupled to each other).121

Phase diagram. Before studying the behavior of the122

ferroelectric polarization under a mid-infrared pulse, let123

us first explore the phase diagram of KNbO3 by running124

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations using our first-principle-125

based effective Hamiltonian on a 12x12x12 supercell.126

Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) report the temperature behav-127

ior of the three Cartesian components of the supercell128

average of the P and Q modes, respectively. These fig-129

ures indicate that our model can nicely reproduce the130

sequence of phase transitions observed in experiments,131

that is, from cubic to tetragonal (for which a large Pz132

coexists with a small Qz), then from tetragonal to or-133

thorhombic (where both Py and Qy get activated and134

become equal to Pz and Qz, respectively) and finally135

from orthorhombic to rhombohedral (for which we have136

now large Px = Py = Pz and small Qx = Qy = Qz),137

when cooling down the system. Note that P and Q are138

of opposite sign for the tetragonal (T), orthorhombic (O)139

and rhombohedral (R) phases, as a direct consequence of140

the positive signs of some coupling parameters indicated141

in Table I and further discussed later on. Examples of142

predicted values for the total polarization for R, O, and143

T phases are 54 µC/cm2 at 10 K, 48 µC/cm2 at 300144

K and 42 µC/cm2 at 400 K. They compare reasonably145

well with the experimental values of 42 ±4 µC/cm2, 32146

±3 µC/cm2 and 30 ±2 µC/cm2 that one can find at at147

230 K, 370 K and 473 K in these three phases, respec-148

tively, in Refs. [42, 43]. However as is often the case with149

effective Hamiltonians44, some predicted transition tem-150

peratures are lower than the experimental ones43, namely151

640 K versus 708 K for the C-to-T transition, and 345152

K versus 498 K for the T-to-O transition. On the other153

hand, the R-to-O transition temperature is well repro-154

duced here: 260 K for the effective Hamiltonian and 263155

K in measurements. Interestingly, we also numerically156

found that, if the Q degrees of freedom are turned off,157

the O-phase vanishes and only two phase transitions oc-158

cur: one from T-to-C at a lower temperature around 500159

K and a second one from R-to-T around 400 K. Such160

fact highlights the importance of incorporating both P161

and Q in order to accurately model properties of KNbO3.162

Note, however, that a previous model without Q did find163

an O equilibrium phase, but for some narrow tempera-164

ture range (' 50 K)45. One can also easily imagine the165

development of a model having P as the only polar de-166

gree of freedom, but where the effect of Q would be to167

renormalize the coefficients associated with P.168

FIG. 1. Results to be compared with experiments: P
(a) and Q (b) modes as a function of temperature; Ratio
involving the total polarization at 240K as a function of time,
for partial-excitation (d) and full-excitation (e) starting from
a R phase. Panel (c) shares the same horizontal axes with
Panels (d) and (e) to indicate the laser pulse shape and time
evolution. Pink regions are to indicate the full-width-half-
maximum of the Gaussian enveloped laser pulse.

169

170

Electrical polarization reversal. Let us now check171

if the presently developed method also allows to repro-172

duce a situation similar to the one reported in Ref. [29],173

namely, an electrical polarization transient reversal in174

a rhombohedral state of a ferroelectric material. For175

that, we employ the aforementioned Heff within Molecu-176

lar Dynamics (MD) simulations on a R-phase of KNbO3177

at 240 K, for which P is along [111̄] and Q antiparal-178
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lel to it. Technically and in order to be close to the179

experimental situation of Ref. [29], we mimic the appli-180

cation of a “Gaussian enveloped” laser pulse of the form181

Ee−2ln2( tτ )
2

cos(2πωt) (with a full-width-half-maximum182

(FWHM) τ =200 fs and frequency ω = 18 THz) and183

a light polarization (E) which is parallel to [111̄]. Note184

also that, as detailed in Sec. I of the Supplementary Ma-185

terial (SM), this 18 THz frequency is chosen here because186

it is close to the resonance of the high-frequency auxil-187

iary mode, while the frequency of the soft-mode is found188

to be ' 8 THz at 240K, according to our calculations.189

In order to further compare with the measurements of190

Ref. [29], the dot product of the total polarization at191

time t, P̃(t) = P(t) + Q(t), and its initial value, P̃(0),192

is calculated and then divided by the square of |P̃(0)|193

for different magnitudes of the electric field and with the194

pulse starting at t=0 ps. Note that, in simulations with195

this type of effective models, the applied electric fields196

are typically predicted to be 20 times larger than the ex-197

perimental ones46. The results are shown in fig. 1 (d). As198

only a fraction of the material was excited in the exper-199

iment (done on a 5 mm thick LiNbO3 sample), we also200

assumed that only a portion of our supercell is experi-201

encing the pulse (technically, only 10x10x10 cells within202

the 12x12x12 supercell are allowed to be coupled to the203

electric field) and keep the homogenous strains fixed at204

its initial values to mimic clamping. Only the dipoles205

subject to the pulse are incorporated in the computation206

of P̃(0) and P̃(t).207

One can see that, for small magnitude of the electric208

field associated to the pulse, e.g., 5.34 MV/cm, the po-209

larization (blue curve in fig. 1 (d)) first decreases from210

its initial value, while still being along [111̄], before in-211

creasing and desiring to reach P̃(0) again at larger times.212

The dip in polarization is enhanced when increasing the213

magnitude of the field to 8.91 MV/cm (green curve in214

fig. 1 (d)) until such dip becomes negative for 12.47215

MV/cm (red curve in fig. 1 (d)). In other words, for216

strong enough pulses, the total polarization P̃ has been217

reversed when activating the high-frequency auxiliary218

mode, exactly like in the measurements of Ref. [29]. As219

similar to these experiments too, this reversal is par-220

tial (i.e., the ratio shown in fig. 1 (d) never reaches221

−1) and is transient in nature, since the polarization222

becomes positive again and approaches P̃(0) at longer223

times. Note that, in our present case, the full recovery224

to its initial values of P̃(t) happens at larger times than225

in Ref. [29], which is likely due to some material speci-226

ficity. For instance, the system studied there is LiNbO3227

rather than KNbO3, and thus possesses strong oxygen228

octahedral rotations that have the tendency to interact229

with polarization47–50. On a microscopic level, we found230

that the dip of the red curve is caused by local dipoles231

subject to the pulse being aligned along the reverse [1̄1̄1]232

direction or deviating away from the original [111̄] direc-233

tion.234

Furthermore, Ref. [29] also suggested that with an even235

stronger laser pulse (out of their laser device’s reach) a236

full reversal would have been achieved. However, our nu-237

merical simulation (black in fig. 1 (d)) shows that this is238

not the case. As a matter of fact, with laser pulses up239

to 22.27 MV/cm, this full-reversal never happened, but240

rather the ratio shown in fig. 1 (d) gets close to zero be-241

fore P̃(t) increases towards P̃(0). One may wonder if this242

lack of full reversal stems from the fact that only a part243

of the sample is excited for the results of fig. 1 (d). To244

check such possibility, fig. 1 (e) reports the correspond-245

ing predictions but when the whole system is subject to246

the same aforementioned pulse. Note that since we do247

not expect clamping from a non-excited part of the ma-248

terial, we now allow the homogeneous strains to relax.249

The polarization can indeed be fully reversed within a R-250

phase by a field of 12.46 MV/cm magnitude (red curve).251

However, not like previously expected29,38, the full re-252

versal does not happen during the pulse but after. In253

addition, we numerically find that the polarization can254

also reach a final state where it points along a direction255

oblique to [111̄]. For instance, an electric field of E=8.90256

MV/cm gives rise to a final state with half of the material257

presenting polarization along the rotated [1̄11̄] direction258

(71◦ rotation) and with the other half still along the ini-259

tial [111̄] direction (green curve in fig. 1 (e)). Similarly,260

a larger electric field E=14.24 MV/cm induces a polar-261

ization being now along other directions, namely [1̄1̄1̄]262

(109◦ rotation), [1̄11̄] (71◦ rotation), and [1̄1̄1] (180◦ ro-263

tation), black curve in fig. 1 (e), in different parts of264

the material at the end. This explains why the ratio of265

fig. 1 (e) is equal to 0.5 and -0.2 for E=8.90 MV/cm and266

E=14.24 MV/cm, respectively. Details of the evolution267

of each of the polarization components can be found in268

sec. III of SM. The results of fig. 1 (e) therefore reveal269

that rotation of polarization in a ferroelectric perovskite,270

rather than “only” its reversing, have also to be consid-271

ered and understood, when subjecting a ferroelectric to a272

high-frequency electric field. Our results so far show that273

having a three-dimensional ferroelectric like KNbO3 al-274

lows a wide range of possibilities for polarization control.275

Clearly, having a three-dimensional model of the interac-276

tions between P and Q in this case is essential. We now277

focus on simple cases, such as T- and O-phases under278

pulses, to explore and understand such possibilities.279

Squeezing effect. Let us thus take a T-phase at 400 K280

with a polarization lying along the positive z-direction,281

with all the degree of freedoms being allowed to evolve282

(e.g., P, Q, inhomogeneous and homogeneous strains),283

as a simple case. We assume that the whole system is284

excited by a laser pulse Ee−2ln2( tτ )
2

cos(2πωt), for which285

τ =600 fs, ω = 19 THz and E is applied along the z-286

direction with a magnitude of 7.71 MeV/cm, as depicted287

in fig. 2 (a). Such pulse naturally leads to Qz resonating,288

as evidenced in fig. 2 (b). Within the full-width-half-289

maximum (600 fs rather than 200 fs in order to have290

more oscillations of some components of Q around zero)291

of the pulse, two striking features emerge and are seen in292

fig. 2 (c): 1) Pz decreases its absolute value to zero, and293
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FIG. 2. Squeezing effect in T-phase: Temporal behavior
of the Q (b) and P (c) modes at 400K, as a response to the
electric field’s pulse shown in (a) and when starting from a
T-phase (note that the full-width-half-maximum of the pulse
is marked by pink regions).

2) Px and Py adopt non-zero values (with negative and294

positive sign, respectively). Consequently, Pz does not295

reverse itself after going through zero. It rather keeps296

oscillating around zero, which means that when the po-297

larization is at a zero value the reversal driving force as298

predicted in Refs. [29, 38] vanishes and stops to push Pz299

towards the opposite direction. After the pulse has oc-300

curred, the system chooses a O-phase with a polarization301

along the [1̄10] direction (90◦ rotation) – via the creation302

of x- and y-components and Pz continuing to be around303

zero. (Such O-phase in some of our simulations will fur-304

ther transform back to another T-phase, such as those305

with a polarization along [1̄00] or [010], while in other306

simulations this O-phase will have a longer life time at307

400 K.) The applied pulse therefore would prefer to an-308

nihilate the component of the polarization that is along309

the field’s direction, in favor of polarization’s components310

that are perpendicular to the field. The mid-infrared311

pulse thus acts like a “squeezer” that “presses” the ma-312

terial along the pulse polarized direction and reduces the313

magnitude of the component of the polarization that is314

along the field. To demonstrate that the direct coupling315

between electric field and P mode is not the reason that316

P is squeezed, we ran a numerical experiment in which317

the degree of freedoms of the P mode, inhomogeneous318

and homogeneous strains are allowed to evolve while the319

Q mode is kept frozen to its equilibrium initial value. In320

that case, no squeezing effect was observed and Pz was321

“only” oscillating around its equilibrium value in the ini-322

tial T-phase instead of being annihilated (see sec. IV of323

SM). The activation and response of the Q mode to the324

pulse are therefore required to induce the squeezing effect325

of P.326

To understand such squeezing effect, we need to have
a detailed look at Table I and realize that, for the case of
a T-phase having a z-component of the polarization, the

TABLE I. On-site couplings between ferroelectric soft mode
P and high-frequency auxiliary mode Q. The unit of these
fourth-order coupling coefficients is Nm6/C4.

Coefficients (Λ) Coupling Energies

2.02 × 1013 Λ2(P 2
xQ

2
x + P 2

yQ
2
y + P 2

zQ
2
z)

−2.13 × 1012 Λ22(P 2
xQ

2
y + P 2

xQ
2
z + P 2

yQ
2
z

+P 2
yQ

2
x + P 2

zQ
2
x + P 2

zQ
2
y)

2.68 × 1011 Λ3(P 3
xQx + P 3

yQy + P 3
zQz)

8.86 × 1011 Λ1(PxQ
3
x + PyQ

3
y + PzQ

3
z)

9.69 × 1011 Λ211(P 2
xPyQy + PxP

2
yQx + P 2

xPzQz

+PxP
2
zQx + P 2

yPzQz + PyP
2
zQy)

−4.61 × 1011 Λ112(PxQxQ
2
y + PyQ

2
xQy + PzQ

2
xQz

+PxQxQ
2
z + PzQ

2
yQz + PyQyQ

2
z)

1.70 × 1013 Λ1111(PxPyQxQy + PyPzQyQz + PzPxQzQx)

following couplings are relevant: the bi-quadratic

U
(z)
22 =Λ2P

2
zQ

2
z (1)

U
(x−z)
22 =Λ22(P 2

x + P 2
y )Q2

z (2)

When a mid-infrared laser pulse polarized along z is ap-327

plied, the high-frequency auxiliary mode Qz resonates328

with a large amplitude. The positive U
(z)
22 interaction329

(see Table I for its coefficient Λ2) then gives rise to a330

large positive quadratic term Λ2Q
2
zP

2
z felt by Pz. Let us331

understand the consequence of such large positive term332

on the polarization, by considering a fourth-order model333

for the free energy, namely F = αP 4
z − κ2P 2

z + ΛQ2
zP

2
z .334

The polarization can thus have two minima (hence a dou-335

ble well potential), that are P±
z = ±

√
(κ2 − ΛQ2

z)/(2α)336

(note that α is always positive to have a bounded energy337

potential). If Λ is positive and κ2−ΛQ2
z > 0, the equilib-338

rium value of Pz shrinks in magnitude (and the double339

well potential becomes shallower) when Q2
z is growing.340

Such double well can even transform into a single well341

with its minimum at P z = 0, when κ2 − ΛQ2
z becomes342

negative. The wiggly decreasing-in-magnitude of Pz to343

zero in fig. 2 (c) within the full-width-half-maximum of344

the pulse, corresponds to the oscillation of Pz within345

a shrinking double-well potential. Moreover, the grow-346

ing of Px and Py in fig. 2 (c) within the full-width-347

half-maximum of the pulse is favored by the fact that348

U
(x−z)
22 has a negative coefficient Λ22 in front of it and349

becomes stronger when Q2
z is enlarged through its reso-350

nance. Considering that usually the crossing term Λ22 is351

much smaller than Λ2 (one order of magnitude smaller),352

the decreasing of the polarization component that paral-353

lels to the field should be dominant over the increasing354

of the perpendicular component. Note that the squeez-355

ing effect decides along which direction the polarization356

should be induced but not the sign of this polarization.357

For instance, the final result at 2 ps of fig. 2(c) for the358

axis for which P is parallel to could also have been [110],359

[11̄0], or [1̄1̄0]. Note too that we have also performed360

various numerical experiments such, as, e.g., switching361

in and off some interactions in the simulations, that con-362
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firm the role of U
(z)
22 and U

(x−z)
22 on the aforementioned363

effects. It is also realized that the Λ3 and Λ1 couplings in364

Table I decide the direction of the Q mode with respect365

to that of the P mode, details can be found in sec. IV of366

SM.367

It is worthwhile to emphasize that this squeezing ef-368

fect is a new phenomenon that originates from the high-369

frequency auxiliary mode. It should not be accounted370

as the reduction of the polarization by the thermal ef-371

fect from the light51–53 because fig. 2 clearly shows that372

though one component (Pz) decreased to zero, other com-373

ponents (Px and Py) condense along with it, while heat-374

ing will typically result in a reduction of the polarization375

magnitude overall.376

This squeezing effect also allows us to understand the377

results about partial (transient) and full (permanent) re-378

versal of polarization in fig. 1 (d) and (e) for some fields379

within a R-phase. As a matter of fact, pulses with fields380

oriented along the [111̄] axis and with the resonant 18381

THz frequency induce a strong oscillation of the Q mode382

along such [111̄] axis within the R-phase. During the383

large oscillation of Q (and resulting large Q2
x, Q2

y and384

Q2
z), the P mode starts to decrease its magnitude to-385

wards zero according to the squeezing mechanism along386

all three Cartesian directions. After the exit of the 200387

fs full-width-half-maximum pulse, P has just reached388

and oscillated around zero with net momentum towards389

the reverse [1̄1̄1] direction. If it is a full-excitation case390

(fig. 1 (e), in which all unit cells are subject to the elec-391

tric field), P can continue to grow along the [1̄1̄1] di-392

rection and the full reversal of the polarization then oc-393

curs. If it is a partial-excitation case (fig. 1 (d), in which394

10x10x10 cells within the 12x12x12 supercell are allowed395

to be coupled to the electric field), P can partially grow396

along [1̄1̄1] but then quickly reverses its direction and397

grows back to [111̄], as a result of the interaction with398

the unexcited part of the material; the transient partial399

reversal of the polarization thus happens. We also note400

that Abalmasov54 proposed that the depolarizing elec-401

tric field can yield a similar transient partial reversal in402

thin films. Note that the Supplemental Materials also ex-403

plain why the polarization can rotate, rather than being404

reverted, under full-excitation for some fields.405

Deterministic full-reversal strategy. As can be seen406

in fig. 1 (e), the ferroelectric polarization full reversal407

is sometimes replaced by a polarization rotation. Con-408

sequently, a single laser pulse, such as the one used in409

the experiment of Ref. [29], will not reverse the polariza-410

tion of a three-dimensional ferroelectric in a deterministic411

manner. (Presumably, the reversal will not be determin-412

istic for a one-dimensional compound like LiNbO3 either,413

unless one implements a way to avoid the back-switching414

to the original state.) However, the understanding of the415

squeezing effect can enable us to further design a strat-416

egy at room temperature to realize a full-reversal of the417

ferroelectric polarization by laser pulses aided with a tiny418

dc and constantly applied gate field, which is of high im-419

portance for building novel ferroelectric-based devices.420

FIG. 3. Deterministic full-reversal strategy: (a) proto-
col of the three-pulse reversal process; the yellow background
boxes are for the initial and excited polarization phases and
the pink background boxes are used to indicate the laser
pulses that are along x, y, and z-axis; The labels of the phases

P̃ is defined as P + Q to indicate the total polarization; The
blue arrows are used to indicate the phase transition channels
after the laser pulses; Responses of the Q (b) and P modes
(c) excited by a sequence of three “200fs-18THz” pulses acti-
vated at 10, 20, and 30 ps and having their polarized direction
along [100], [010], and [011] directions, respectively. For each

of these pulses, the magnitude of E in Ee−2ln2( t
τ
)2cos(2πωt)

is 6.17 MV/cm.

Then, we take advantage of the following expected fea-421

tures: (1) that the squeezing effect wants to suppress the422

component of the polarization that is aligned along the423

pulse’s direction; (2) when forming from a zero value, the424

components of the polarization will adopt the same sign425

as those of the applied weak dc field; and (3) the system426

wishes to stay in an O-phase due to the constant tem-427

perature of 300K (for which O-phases are the equilibrium428

state). We can thus anticipate, as displayed in fig. 3 (a),429

that (i) a first pulse applied along [100] will lead to a new430

polarization, P̃1, being now either along [01̄1] (channel431

1 in fig. 3 (a)) or [01̄1̄] (channel 2 in fig. 3 (a)); (ii)432

a second pulse but now applied along [010] either trans-433

forms P̃1 being parallel to [01̄1] to P̃2 being along [1̄01]434

(channel 3 in fig. 3 (a)) or P̃1 being along [01̄1̄] to P̃2435

being parallel to [1̄01̄] (channel 4 in fig. 3 (a)); and fi-436

nally (iii) a third pulse, now along [001] should lead to a437

P̃3 polarization along [1̄10] (channel 5 in fig. 3 (a)) for438

the two possible P̃2 starting points (channels 3 and 4 ).439

If that is the case, we will thus have achieved a fully de-440

terministic (3-pulse process) reversal of the polarization441

from the initial to final states. It is worth to mention that442

the use of several pulses is a common strategy to switch443
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ferroelectric polarization in deterministic manner55 and444

has also been suggested by other theoretical work56.445

In figs. 3 (b) and (c), we present one representative of446

our many numerical examinations, in order to check our447

proposed strategy and to explain it in even more details.448

An equilibrium O-phase, having Px = −Py > 0, along449

with weak Qx = −Qy < 0, is thus chosen at room tem-450

perature (300 K) as the initial state. Three pulses are451

applied along different directions and at different times,452

along with a bias dc gate field constantly applied along453

the [1̄10] direction. The magnitude of this dc field is454

rather weak, namely 0.0154 MV/cm which is only 3.3%455

of the minimum dc field needed to reverse the O-phase456

polarization in our numerical model and about 0.35% of457

the magnitude of laser pulse to be applied. As indicated458

above, the role of this tiny dc field is to bias the x and459

y-components of P to have negative and positive sign, re-460

spectively, when forming, since squeezing effects alone do461

not guarantee the sign of such components. Practically,462

a “200fs-18THz” laser pulse (i.e., a pulse with τ =200463

fs and frequency ω = 18 THz in Ee−2ln2( tτ )
2

cos(2πωt))464

is first applied at 10 ps with E=6.17 MV/cm and along465

the [100] direction on this O-phase having a polariza-466

tion along the [11̄0] direction (note that 18 THz is close467

enough to the resonant frequency of the auxiliary mode468

of the O-phase at 300 K). This pulse thus resonates with469

the auxiliary modeQx (see fig. 3 (b)), and, as expected by470

the squeezing effect, (i) the component of the polarization471

along the x-direction, Px, vanishes, as shown in fig. 3 (c),472

and (ii) the y-axis along which there is no pulse field, sees473

its component of polarization, Py, to remain finite and474

even to further grow in magnitude. Concomitantly, Qy475

also slightly increases in its absolute value, because of its476

Λ3P
3
yQy and Λ1PyQ

3
y couplings with Py. Since the min-477

ima of the free energy at 300 K are orthorhombic phase,478

while Px is squeezed to zero, the Pz component develops479

and takes a positive value in this particular numerical480

experiment. Note that, beyond the fact that the mate-481

rial will try to adopt an O-phase at this temperature, the482

squeezing effect of the form Λ22P
2
zQ

2
y (i.e., an equivalent483

form of eq. 2, but for Pz and Qy) will also contribute to484

the development of Pz. Note also that, since no dc field485

is along the z-axis, the newly-formed Pz can also be neg-486

ative, which corresponds to the channel 2 in fig. 3 (a)487

and which we also observed in our other numerical ex-488

periments (see sec. V of SM). We have thus succeeded to489

make a transition from an O-phase to another O-phase490

(channel 1 ) at 300 K via a rotation of the polarization by491

60◦, by activating the auxiliary high-frequency mode at492

around 10 ps. The second pulse is also a “200fs-18THz”493

one with the same magnitude E=6.17 MV/cm, but now494

having a [010] polarized orientation, which then, accord-495

ing again to the squeezing effect, results in the vanishing496

of the Py (and also of Qy) in favor of the activation of497

Px (and also Qx) that remains finite until 30 ps. The498

formation of Px at 20 ps has the same origin as the for-499

mation of Pz at 10 ps, but the Px now has to adopt nega-500

tive sign because of the small dc field’s component along501

[1̄00]. Another O-phase with polarization along [1̄01] has502

therefore been created, corresponding to the channel 3503

in fig. 3 (a). Similarly, a third “200fs-18THz” pulse with504

the same magnitude E=6.17 MV/cm is applied at 30 ps,505

but with a pulse field now oriented along [001]. Conse-506

quently, squeezing effects lead to Py now becoming finite507

(and positive thanks to the gate field) while Pz vanishes,508

and Px remains negative. An O-phase, but now with509

a polarization fully reversed with respect to the initial510

O-phase, has thus formed.511

The strategy of fig. 3 therefore allows to realize a512

full-reversal of polarization in a deterministic fashion,513

via three steps each taking advantage of the squeezing514

effects (which eliminate the polarization component515

that is parallel to the pulse polarization direction, while516

inducing the formation of the polarization along the517

perpendicular directions) combined with the application518

of a weak dc field that controls the sign of the newly519

formed component of the polarization. Section V of the520

SM further provides details on this deterministic control521

by showing results of the different paths indicated in522

fig. 3 (a), when changing the magnitude of the laser523

pulses. It is also worth to mention that a deterministic524

rotation of the polarization by 60◦ is obviously possible.525

For instance, if the weak dc bias field is applied along526

[001], a single x-polarized pulse will deterministically527

transform an O-phase with a polarization along [110]528

phase to another O-phase but with a polarization along529

[011] at room temperature in KNbO3.530

531

In conclusion, we developed a method that allows to532

model the pulse stimuli on the ferroelectric polarization533

by resonating an auxiliary high-frequency mode, taking534

the prototypical ferroelectric material KNbO3 as a535

testbed. Our study has revealed and explained how one536

can obtain a partial transient ferroelectric polarization537

reversal in SHG experiments, shedding light on the538

results of Ref. [29]. We also show that, and explain539

why, a full reversal of the polarization, as well as phase540

transitions induced by rotation of the polarization,541

can occur as a response to different polarized laser542

pulses activating different Cartesian components of the543

auxiliary mode. We hope the mechanisms and strategies544

for light-assisted ferroelectric control shown here will545

stimulate further fundamental research and open new546

avenues for the design of novel optoferroic devices.547

548

Methods549

Effective Hamiltonian A novel effective Hamiltonian550

(Heff ) is developed for such material. It has the follow-551

ing degrees of freedom: vectors related to the ferroelectric552

soft mode (P), high-frequency auxiliary mode (Q) and553

inhomogeneous strain (u) in each 5-atom unit cell, as well554

as, the homogenous strain (η). Both P and Q modes are555

infrared-active modes and can couple to external electric556

fields (via an energy involving a dot product with such557

field). Their associated local vectors in the Heff are cen-558

tered on Nb ions. In the KNbO3 cubic structure, the559
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zone-center P mode is soft (in the sense that the square560

of its frequency is negative at 0 K) while the Q mode is561

also located at the zone center but possesses a high and562

positive frequency. The details of the mode frequency563

and eigenvector for both P and Q can be found in Sec.I564

of SM. The local vectors corresponding to the inhomo-565

geneous strains are technically centered on K ions. The566

homogenous strain is defined with respect to cubic sym-567

metry and has six independent components ηi in Voigt568

notation.569

The potential energy U tot of Heff has four main con-570

tributions:571

U tot = UFE({P}, {u}, {η})
+ Uaux({Q}, {u}, {η})
+ U int({P}, {Q})
+ Uelastic({η})

(1)

a purely elastic one Uelastic; a second one related to the572

ferroelectric soft mode and its interaction with strains573

Uelastic, exactly like in Ref.47 for BaTiO3; a third one574

related to the high-frequency auxiliary mode and its in-575

teraction with strains Uaux, which has the same analyti-576

cal form than the second energy but when replacing P by577

Q; and a fourth one that gathers the direct interactions578

between the ferroelectric soft mode and high-frequency579

auxiliary mode U int, and which are indicated in Table580

I. The details of all these four energyies can be found in581

Section II of SM.582

Such effective Hamiltonian is generated with respect to583

cubic (C) symmetry and can be involved in phase tran-584

sitions among sub-group ferroelectric structures, such585

as tetragonal (T), orthorhombic (O), and rhombohe-586

dral (R) phases. Note that this new effective Hamilto-587

nian resolves symmetry-broken issues expressed in previ-588

ous works29,38,40, and contains for the first time all the589

symmetry-allowed forms within fourth order. In addi-590

tion, for the first time too, the model includes the full591

spatial degree of freedoms of both P and Q, i.e., their592

Cartesian components along x, y and z axes (which are593

along the three < 001 > pseudo-cubic directions). The594

existence of these Cartesian components (Px, Py, Pz) and595

(Qx, Qy, Qz) can, e.g., allow the ferroelectric polarization596

to rotate (and not “only” reverse its direction) when the597

Q mode is activated. The model parameters of the Heff598

are first determined from 0 K first-principle calculations599

but then a few of them are adjusted, in order to better600

agree with measurements but also to allow the calcula-601

tions to converge (large coupling coefficients can result in602

simulations going towards infinite energy). This is why,603

for instance, the coefficient in front of (the third-order-in-604

P) P 3
xQx + P 3

yQy + P 3
zQz and (the complex) P 2

xPyQy +605

PxP
2
yQx +P 2

xPzQz +PxP
2
zQx +P 2

yPzQz +PyP
2
zQy have606

been reduced from its ab-initio value or why the coeffi-607

cient in the front of PxPyQxQy+PyPzQyQz+PzPxQzQx608

has been modified (to give correct A and E mode split-609

ting hierarchy, see supplementary material fig. 2). Note610

also that determining such coupling coefficients from first611

principles is not a unique and easy procedure and thus612

large error bars can be assigned to these coefficients. It is613

thus not surprising that they then require to be adjusted614

to allow for a better comparison with observations.615

Moreover, the kinetic energy Ktot of the Heff contains
three parts written with respect to the velocity vp, vq,
and vu that correspond to the order parameters, P, Q,
and u:

Ktot =

N∑
i

1

2
Mpv

2
p,i +

1

2
Mqv

2
q,i +

1

2
Muv

2
u,i (2)

where the effective masses are defined as Mp, Mq, and616

Mu respectively. Their values are fitted to produce617

the TO mode frequencies as calculated from the DFT618

phonon frequencies of the rhombohedral phase at zero619

K57, and are listed in Table I of the SM.620

621

Dynamic Simulations We employed Monte Carlo622

(MC) and Molecular Dynamic (MD) algorithms on a623

12×12×12 supercell that contains 8640 atoms. More624

specifically, we used parallel tempering58,59 (PT) MC625

and Nosé-Hoover thermal state60–62 MD simulations626

implemented in LINVARIANT63. The same Nosé mass627

for P, Q, and inhomogeneous strains of 10000 a.u.628

is used. The Nosé mass for the homogenous strains629

is 1 a.u. in all the simulations. Periodic boundary630

conditions were adapted. For each temperature, 150,000631

PTMC sweeps are firstly performed, with the first632

100,000 steps as thermalization and the subsequent633

50,000 steps to compute the phase diagram; then MD634

simulations are initialized with the MC outputs and635

500,000 thermalization steps are performed before the636

statistical evaluations; the time interval of 0.1fs is used637

in the MD simulations.638

639

Data availability.640

The authors declare that the coefficient data of the641

effective Hamiltonian are available within the paper and642

its supplementary Material; The data that support the643

findings of this study are available from the correspond-644

ing author upon reasonable request.645

646

Code availability.647

The code that generates and solves the effective Hamil-648

tonian is available at https://github.com/PaulChern/649

LINVARIANT.650
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